Other programs you would like to see?
I can't think of any that don't currently exist.
Deep End of Pool
More fitness and kids programs.
More parent tot times
Senior classes offered more often
Crash course on how to stay above water for children
Winter swim club, synchronized swimming
Aqua fit
Lessons running will pool is open to swim so kids can swim after lessons and longer public swim times. One
hour is not long enough.
More times for lane swim. Every morning from 6-9. Not just 3 times a week.
Nope. Just keep up with the awesome programs that are offers now.
swimming lessons as they are offered now. Aqua aerobics
Water aerobics
Swim meets
More than one hot tub/sauna & steam room as they were always full and crowded!
More fitness programs to promote better dances moves to go with the techno dance parties
More affordable camps
Hire better instructors for pre school swim lessons that understand a little bit about child development and
the expectations of children that age! Have back pocket ideas as don't make them wait for the next activity
because YOU planned it to take 5 mins- read the children's mood!
Cleaner facility. Especially the changerooms. They are nasty in the bathroom areas.
Late night lane swims
Deep water therapies (Fibromyalgia, Chroni Pain, etc)
Room for Birthday parties
Adult swim lessons
start from scratch. the building should be abandoned
Continued swimming lessons
More fitness classes
Regular daily aquafit classes, both low and high intensity.
Better swimming teachers.
More lane swim
Swim meets
Daily lane swim to accommodate lots of users
I would like you to go to Wetaskiwin and Sherwood park. That's the facilities we need. Putting a bandaid on
our current pool will only cost us more money in the future. Build it properly now. Our town is more than just
hockey you can spend money on something that is not Kodiak related. Regardless of what ever "feature"
you put in for the pool. Patching this place up will not last us another 36 years. We are growing, tear the
moldy, musty smelling building down.
More children's classes with limits on enrolment. Example; maximum 5 participants.
More young adult or fitness classes geared to the 25-45
Synchronized swimming, lane swim, aqua Zumba, swim club, swimming lessons, life guarding courses,
- 8 lane pool 25 m X 25 m pool with diving blocks and depth to maximize programming flexibility (this is
certainly at the top of our list)
-large deck area to accommodate officials, viewing bleachers, timers, starting blocks and still have
space to walk
-raised viewing area on deck for competitions (officials, equipment etc. )
-competition quality diving blocks
-mezzanine viewing area/flex space that over looks the pool
-wall mounted competition results clock/monitor which could also be used for informational purposes
Aqua Zoomba
Standard swimming and safety courses.

I like your current programming
Jump park
Dog off leash area with high fence
Synchronized swimming
Swim club
Lessons
More water slides in the future, lazy river and a surf rider.
Swimming competitions
Dog days
Aqua fit
competitive water polo
Scuba lessons
all night techno dance parties
More accessible time for gym pass holders to access the pool facilities
would it be possible to have in the competition pool a floor to rises or lowers. The Kelowna H2O pool has
that feature and it makes the pool more versatile. Lane swimmers could water walk and swim, for example.
Scuba lessons
Scuba
Not program, but a deep enough area in the pool that is warm enough for people with disabilities to go into.
Currently there is no change rooms. The pool is cold and needs to be a little deeper, as well there is very
little public time, it is the older public that are paying g the taxes
more aquasize classes
Swimming lessons with more favourable hours on weeknights that would accommodate family's with 2
working parents
lane swim program
stand-up paddleboarding; spin classes;deep water jogging; kayak instruction and use; water polo league;
water pole classes; scuba opportunities
Swim Competitions, and triathlons
Teen nights
Aquasizes
I would like to see 1 or 2 lanes in the regulation pool available for lane swimming during all hours the pool is
open. An indoor play area, it could not be selected as only 10 points was allotted. The system need to be
changed to allow more than a 10 point selection.
We need a brand new pool. The current aquatics center is an absolute mess. I lifeguarded at several pools
throughout bc and alberta years back and our aquatics center is awful in comparison. I personally take my
daughter to wetaskiwin every single week to learn to swim
Longer public swim hours. Families are enticed to drive to Wetaskiwin to swim because they have a much
more flexible public swim schedule.
Adult Lessons/stroke improvement
Lane swimming open all day not just certain hours
water polo
Diving lessons pls
AquaFit
I think the programs offered currently are sufficient for me and my family.
Waterboard aquafit classes,
A ladies night.
syncronized swimming
Continue with lessons, swim club, and exercise sessions.
Mom and baby lessons.
The 10:00 Aqua Fit on Mon., Wed, & Fri gets to crowded but I don't know how you could fix it.
no
Scuba lessons, yoga on paddle boards, water polo

Greater quantity of swim lessons after school and/or greater number of lanes for adult swimming in the
evening.
More lane swims
water polo
Daily early bird swimming @ 5:30, Monday-Friday
synchronized swimming for adults
diving lessons
lane swimming every weekday, morning and at noon, also evening
continue with water aerobics--maybe more in the hrs that would allow for those that work during the day
More for community fitness, ie more lane swim opportunity
More adult programs (e.g.: how to get back to swimming after years away); more water therapy for various
physical challenges and mental health.
Early morning lane swimming 5 days in the week. Thanks
Not right now
It would be great if swim meets and junior lifeguard competitions could be held at the aquatic centre. This
would require diving blocks, large deck area and a raised viewing area.
Winter swim club
Swim meets
Climbing wall
water therapy, lane swims, deep water aqua-fit, aqua-fit
Friday night Teen Swim group rate
Sunday night Family Night ...reduced rate
consistent swim times:
Parent and tot everyday 11:45 - 1
Public swim 1- 10 Monday to Friday (lessons in separate area)
Snack bar: coffee for spectators
healthy snacks for swimmers
Vending machines that actually work and not just take your money.
more shoe shelving...especially for school class times!!!!
Soap in soap dispensers. . Have been swimming here since 2006 and there is NEVER any soap
Hair dryers. ...This is the ONLY pool I have ever seen WITHOUT
LOCKERS without rusty locks on 80% of them, especially the big ones - never available. The sign says no
overnight use and yet some people can kept the lockers indefinitely? ???
More consistent temperatures for showers and hot tub - coupons for free swim when facilities aren't working
Lane Swimmers actually required to swim ovals instead of commandeering their own lane for the whole
hour. ...gave up lane swimming long ago because there is never a lane available
New fitness classes...and shorter....not everyone has a leisurely 2 hours to use up for a class.
There is lots of new information about HIIT High Intensity Interval Training that could be adapted for water
activity.
Will the pool share customer suggestions? There has never even been a suggestion box before?
Lane swim continued as is now offered.
Programs for the deaf and hard of hearing
No
Lessons
Later hours/adult only swim some nights of the week

Lazy river
More change rooms with benches
Aqua fit
lazy river
Continued dedicated times for lane swimming.
We would like to see kids swimming lessons and instructors that actually know what they are talking about
and actually trying to teach our kids something.
Aquasize in the afternoon
Diving certification.
I would love to see a program available for younger toddlers to get together for a private swim group. No
bigger kids. Maybe an hour or so a couple times a week for parents to bring their much younger ones to play
and have a good time with kids the same age.
Deep water aqua size
Aquafit
Maintain the current options at a minimum. Lane swim in the deep end every evening not only Monday and
Wednesday
Swimming lessons later in the evening to accommodate working families.
Lazy river or wave pool
Add more water slides
More water fitness classes .
a swimming pool for a city this size should have a deep end with diving and anything that an olympic venue
offers so people can train here!!!
Swimming lessons, scuba diving lessons,
Big water slide
Have the pools unconnected from each other
Aqua fit/ water Zumba classes
yes, but unsure of what at the moment would benefit Camrose best at this moment
Jr gaurd
Junior Lifeguard course
Babysitting course
Fitness training Bicycles in the water
I am happy to have the aqua fit exercises and the water therapy programs continue. There are many people
who use these programs and I see many seniors who are out trying to stay active and these programs offers
them the ability to stay mobile.
more times for swimming lessons
Lots of swimming lessons
Aquafit
More open public swim times to allow more
Flexibility .
Aqua therapy 5 days per week with larger area than presently used as it is too crowded.
Continue with the present programs and add a program for the disabled, example a program for those in
rehab and needing a lift.
More aquafit classes. They are crowded - 44 people!! - in the pool this morning. People have limited area
of movement with these large numbers. One person actually orders others out of the way. (Aquafit only
works in fairly deep water).
Locker rooms need a major retrofit - and more room in the ladies locker. Maybe swap with the mens locker.
I would NOT like to see a sauna or steam room.
I would like to see the change rooms made bigger, more toilets and more showers.
I would like to see the spray park renovated and an outdoor paddling pool added like the one they have in
drumheller.
Mom and toddler(newborn-5 yrs) play time other than public swim
Public/family swim times extended.
These are terrible options. The existing building needs to be torn down and a new faculty built. A facility
similar to wetaskwin or leduc

Would like to see an big effort to raise $$ needed to make a really awesome swimming facility instead of
choosing between small items like ropes. The camrose community is growing this is an opportunity that
needs to be taken advantage of. So sad that we are driving to the city or wetaskiwin for good swimming
facility. Just crazy.
Masters swim classes
Stroke improvement. Swimming classes for adults.
Scuba diving , water volleyball
A water slide that doesn't go into the pool.
A water slide! Ridiculous that it was marked as a higher cost then a spray area! The pool NEEDS BOTH
spray area and water slide! Budget it in! This is a necessity!
Better lane swim times
any time swimming for 4.50 or less
More public swimming times
Free swim once or twice a month
More aquafit classes
Sports training in the water
I really like the aquafit both deep and shallow and I hope that will still continue after the renovation
Water aerobics
Toonie tuesday
More fitness classes at convenient times for mothers! Like right after the kids are dropped at school - 9am
start. Half your day is gone at 10am and no one wants to get re-ready for the day!
All age swimming lessons. Fitness classes
Different types of aqua size..
Water polo
25m lanes for recretation swimming and kids play area
Scuba diving lessons
Open to public everyday all day just like most city pools
Make it a 50 meter pool
Enhanced synchro and swim club abilities
Earlier aqua fit classes - (5-6pm)
Aqua size / water exersices offered through out the day not just early morning and early evening.
More fitness classes that aren't at 8:30pm
Warm family pool, wandering river
Swimming lessons for all ages
Adult swim lessons
I use the deep pool 3 to 5 times weekly. I have arthritis in my ankles and need deep water to exercise. By
filling in the deep pool I am afraid there will not be an area I. Deep water to exercise
Adult stroke improvement lessons, variety of fitness programs.
Water pool teams
Some swim work out programs for people that aren't geriatric.
Kids play area and lessons
Better swim lessons times for working parents.
More adult swim times
Scuba diving intro. Adult group lessons.
Pool accessible wheelchairs, pool lift to place individual in pool.
Adult swimming lessons
Swim club
None that I can think of that you don't already run
Adult lane training
I am sure there are more renovations or expansions that could be done
Swimming lessons on Saturdays that are year round.
More or a different variation of workout classes
Open longer hours like 9 until 9 like other pool complexes
Camrose NEEDS an Entirely NEW FACILITY!!!!
Leduc and Wetaskiwin seem to Understand why can't CAMROSE CITY COUNCIL?

More lane swim hours and keep walkers in a separate lane, please.
diving club
Yes
A more accessible schedule for people with jobs (lane and fitness)
What a joke . That point system is bogus . Wetaskwin got all of these but the climbing wall but they got the
flow rider . And why the hell would they fill in the deep end heat more water !!! I can tell this is goin to be a
joke already . So your telling me a rope is 1/8 the cost of a water slide and a diving board 1/4 the cost . I get
it space must be allotted for these activitys but hell your making it impossible to make it fun for all ages .
Swimming lessons, fitness arobic, races
Private one on one lessons
Daily deep water aquasize in morning
Greater accesiblity to physically challenged individuals and a reduction in cost for those families
All day public swimming
Deep water aerobics
Triathalon program, learn to swim for adults
Aqua size
Swim programs for special needs kids
More lap times. Lap Lane available during public swim.
More swim times available.
More swimming lanes, bigger deep end. Our pool is too small.
Family programs
Mom and tots
host competitive swim meets
More consistent lesseons, honestly I feel that our facilities are disgusting they honestly should be toren down
and start from scratch. If it's not I will continue to take my 4 children out of town for all swimming activities.
Maybe if the city was more worried about their families and residents they would have left more money for a
pool and less on city hall.
Open more and longer hours is a must !!!
Warmer pool water hot tub that works.
Better programming for swimming lessons. Especially for the 4 and 5 years olds.
I can't think of anything besides existing programs/
More water exercise classes. More activities held for families and children
Aquasize
Competitive diving
Masters swim & aqua zumba
More kids/teen/preschool type programs!
Child minding so parents can have adult time within the facility ex. Walking track, lane swim, gym etc.
Longer swim times for everything on weekends!
Pickleball courts
Masters swim class
More of the what is currently offered.
Swim club
Junior life guard
Synchronized swimming
Water aerobics
Training for young people for competive swimming.
More lane swimming options for public.
would really like a lazy river but that might be too big of a stretch
Sweat yoga
im happy with our programs now,

Extended pool hours. Or like a club pass for late night/ early swimmers. Similar to anytime fitness and their
key.
Longer public swim times on weekdays
Not sure if you are asking about "new" programs that aren't currently offered. I am a parent of a three year
old and a 9 month old. The only thing I didn't like about the tot and parent swims was the time. We were
usually having nap time around then. Possibly finding a better time for this or two periods during the day for
this would be nice.
Also I would like to attend lane swim but I find at the current pool there wasn't room for a guy like me who is
slower then most.
Water zumba
More lesson times
Syncro swim
deep water aerobics in day
Walking lane
Public swim and swimming lessons
tethering classes
Would it be wiser to do a whole new facility in a few years rather than trying to revamp an old building that
continues to have issues?
Children's programs on a more regular basis then what is now
It would be nice if Camrose could host swim meets.
Open better and longer hours
Summer swim lessons
Hot tub
allowing lane swimmers to us the diving boards in each lane
More public times/early morning swims
I think the programs offered are quite good.
yes even though no expansion made.lessen the entrance fee or no fee at all so everyone can have the
opportunity to enjoy it everyday, even in the arena tract and field if its a free walking track camrosenian
would strive more to do daily activities indoor.
Actually, I don't care much about your survey since the first two questions do not pertain to me as a senior.
My husband and I just looked to see if there was senior swim and only saw arthritis fitness which was
extremely overpriced!! $29.50 per half hour are you freaking kidding me? We just moved here two years
ago, have never visited the pool, but where are the senior swims? The swims where there are not a bunch
of screaming kids around? And not late at night when half of us are already in bed. At prices we can afford
while on a pension. Very disappointed that your website said nothing about a senior swim time and we
scoured the website. Building an expansion? Then include a quiet private area just for us older folks and
keep the prices down.
Auquafit
Retrench teenage programs
Young family/ grandparent activities
Swim classes for young children ages 2-5
Would love if hours for public matched public life like Wetaskwin. A family can bearly go parents work till
5pm and public is over by 4 or 6. Just this month alone we have had to travel 25 minutes just to go
swimming 6 times. Would rather see that money spent in camrose.
Cheaper lane swim for early morning users or a more affordable option in general,
i was thinking to do this an option would be to offer a deal where you can go lane swim during hours when
the pool is least busy (4AM-6AM) or what ever time that might be and offer it at a discount. This also has the
added benefit of filling the times of the day that are least busy with swimmers.
Better hours for public swimming!!!!!!
Early bird lane swimming
swim lessons all ages, excerise programs,
Competitive syncronized swimming
More young adult fitness. Geared for middle aged patrons.
Swimming lessons for kids AFTER 6!

Diving lessons with a diving board
Summer swim lessons, weekend lessons
Water yoga
Life saving swim lessons and lifeguard courses, keep the deep end for diving, water slide and life saving
lessons
A lazy river
No we need the surfing like wetaskiwin it's a big draw for outside communities as well
More open lane swimming
Better swim lessons
more time for junior lifeguard program
More lane swim hours
More fitness especially classes
Preschool lessons
Bigger slides
Lifeguard training
Diving training/certification
Water Rescue
I think the hot tub could also be better. Every time ive gone there its been so cold. And cleanliness also.
Surfing area like Wetaskiwin
Adult only public swims
Variety of aqua fit classes
More kids swimming lessons
Lots of public swim time.
To still have a out door spray park
The programs are all really good at the pool. People just don't go because of the pool issues with hygiene
and cold Water.
Yoga, kids programs
Combine a building with the library!
1. A lane that is a resistance lane that can be adjusted such that athletes can use it for resistance training
and others can use graduating levels of resistance for Rehab therapy. (As examples of use).
Any thing new and upgraded would just be so wonderful :)
first-aid, toddler time, lessons, training(lifeguard), rentals, student nights, passes,
A less expensive day swim for mom and tots
Swimming lessons offered on weekends more often throughout the year
GET A NEW POOL!
Wave pool
I would like to see more equal use of pool time. Availability of the pool dictated by swim club. There are other
people in the community who would benefit from access to the pool but it is monopolized by this group.
Beginner adult swim lessons
More water exercise classes for adults. Kids weekly play/swim group on the weekends.
More time for lane swimming and public swimming
All day public swimming
More toddler friendly
Lazy river
Bigger family change room
More floatation devices for all ages
Lane swimming and kiddie pool separated
More fitness programs offered at better hours. And all day lane swim. Those are crucial to our community
who want to maintain aquatic fitness but are forced to go to wetaskiwin to do so since our current pool
cannot accommodate the fitness needs of the community.
N/a
Masters swimming
Birthday parties with a giant inflatable Matt that kids can swing onto from the rope

Baby swimming lessons
More fitness programs
I just hope they will continue the programs they already offer.
More opportunity for lane swim that is not so crowed and at more frequent times
longer hours for public or family swim
Swim meets!!
Mom's and tots swim
More lane swimming
Lifeguard training
Swimming lessons for children with special needs.
Eucalyptus steam room.
Mom and baby aquafit
Red Cross first aid
Evening water aerobics - not seniors
Couples water aerobics - not seniors
Bigger hot tub
Programs for special needs kids and their families. It is very expensive to go swimming when money is best
used to pay added expenses. It would be wonderful to have our kiddos included in more of the fun activities.
More varied Aquafit classes weekend classes
A warm salt water pool
Hot yoga
Warmer pool area and larger.. general upgrade Wetaskawin has a great pool Camrose needs something
like tgey have.
Lazy river
better public swim times (open 9-9pm every day!) Have swimming lessons of all ages offered at the same
time or closer together (swim kids & preschool run same time so more conveinent for families with multiple
kids)
Better swimming lessons for young ones.
New hot tub
Continue aquacise program
Water fitness for adults with infants, swimming lessons and lane swimming
More of the aqua size as well as swimming lessons
Speed Swimming and Scuba Diving
pickle ball courts
It would be nice to have swim lessons still available and maybe a swim time for younger kids. As sometimes
with a lot of older ones the little guys get pushed around.
More hours open to the public in general.
Aquasize
Preschool swimming lessons and children's play area and an adult area in separate areas of pool
The team is awesome! Better facility is all that's missing!
Definitely need a hot steam room, a pool with small medium and large diving boards, and a hot tub with
more pressure.
Maybe offer swimming lessons for kids that are less fortunate.
Bigger hot tub
Better stuff for the spray park outside
Waterslide, lazy river, stuff for kids
Nothing that I cAn think of at the moment
Adult swimming lessons that can be done in morning or evening
Diving lessons
aqua therapy.
A better exoerience for kids - theres only so many times they can go down the same slide. Add all the small
stuff like diving and ropes and walls so there is much more to do
Keeping swimming lessons reasonably priced
Afternoon water therapy

Warmer kid zone
Fitness classes
More infant toddler swim lessons on varying days
We need to keep the deep end. I remember whe. I was a kid, diving down and getting rings from the bottom.
More public swim times.
Wave pool
Place to sit and eat, beverages and snacks offered. Better viewing area!
Swim Meets, more fitness classes
Drop
In fitness classes
I would love to see water walking added. Some people don't lane swim and aren't comfortable with aqua
aerobics
Winter swim club
Diving classes
Adult only swim times
More drop in classes
Bigger deep end. The one currently only accommodates the slides so thoes who like to swim can't
Family day at least once a month for free swimming.
Public swimming hours extended
Mommy & tot hours
Clean it up it's just gross. A facelift is not the answer.
More swimming lessons options
Exercise class's
Aqua arobics
I agree the pool changes but would like to see something added for the older kids/teens as besides slides
and splash park for young ones...think about the older children too please
none that are not already offered. I like the idea of toddler swim time, because then big kids are not around...
I like what is going on already and can't think of anything specific.
Please continue the junior lifeguard club.
At the moment, what is offered for competitive programming (competitive swimming, water polo, synchro) is
not enough there is also not enough lane swim times in the day. We often buy passes for Wtaskiwin instead
for lane swimming.
Aqua Zumba
The program that was previously offered for seniors at Rosehaven should be picked up and started again.
Many seniors benefitted not only from the exercise, but the warm water, and social aspect. It has been a
significant loss to family and clients.
As well, extended free time for people to exercise specifically, without children being in the way.
Diving
Lazy river
Just a warmer in pool as we can't even take our babies there cause it's so cold and I would rather support
Camrose then wetaskwin
More public lane swim time.
Aqua size
Paddle board yoga. Not such a strick schedule, more public swim hours
Better fitness programs
Swimming lessons
Adult lessons for lane swim or aqua aerobics.
Mom and tot
Warmer water
Trained staff, my kids took lessons for 4 years and moved up levels every year and they still can't swim.
Lazy river
Much warmer temperatures and a toddler appropriate area
Diving lessons

Perhaps more fitness type programs, bonus if there is childcare available at the time, or child programming
of sorts.
Stand up paddle board sessions
Daytime children's swimming lessons
All day public swim
Aqua-fit
all day lane swim
Adult swim club
More swimming lessons
Sauna room and steam room, also maybe a far infrared sauna? Those would be an awesome asset. There
would most likely be a lot of people that would like to use those services. I don't think you should get rid of
the deep end completely, there still needs to be an area for people who don't want to just wade in the
shallow end. More than one hot tub would be nice. The original one was always packed and you could never
use it.
More mom and baby programs
More public swimming hours
Separate swimming area and swim lanes
ISR lessons (infant swim recourse)
Keep the summer day camps and after school camps.
A place for lane swim any time when pool is open
A lazy river
Water aerobics, swim lessons.
Nothing
Affordable family swimming, teen nights,
More private swimming lessons. Online booking for private swimming lessons
lazy river with tubes
scooba lessons
All day drop in lane swimming.
All day lane swim
Fitness classes in water. Hours and schedule advertised more.
Better Bleachers that overlook so when the synchronized swimming club and swimmers perform you can
actually see what they are doing in the water!
Anytime public swimming
More family time scheduled.
a ceiling that works for back stroke for lane swim.
Extended swimming programs.
Adult swimming lesson
Swimming lessons
Water zumba
Swim programs for kids and adults with severe physical and cognitive disabilities.
Better accessibility/hours public swim hours are incredibly limited right now compared to most other facilities.
Weekend swim lessons for toddlers
I would like to see the pool open from 6am in the morning until 9pm in the evening every day except
Sundays.
Swimming lessons
Loonie public swims for kids atleast 2 evenings a week
additional family swim times.
Workout classes
Wave pool or lazy man river...
Swimming lessons
Aqua Zumba
Swim club in the winter months
Expanded lane swim hours for more options for self directed fitness
Swimming classes

Not that I can think of.
What about up grading the spray park st the same time!!! Or an outdoor pool , there's nothing for kids to do
here in camrose in the summer.
More infant toddler
I don't use the pool enough currently to know what programs you are already offering.
aquafit, evening parent/tot classes or weekend lessons.
More swimming lesson times with less kids attending per classes as my kids alway has 7-9 kids with one
instructor and always having to pay/repeat class over 1-2 check marks not marked because not enough time
Aquacize,
Hard fitness classes in the water
Mom and baby swim class
Same as now aqua size and kids lessons
The ones that I think are pretty important are the summer programs that they have for the kiddos. They do
such a good job as well as it helps many families out. I really hope that the house don't change that.
Better birthday rooms
Child and parent swims/meets
Mom and tot, preschool
Bigger warmer pool. Competition siZe. Currently driving out of town just to swim. Also wouldn't mind salt
water the chlorine levels are awful and a health risk
Expanded public swim hours
Swimming lessons more avaiblitlity to working parents start times 530
Wider range of water fitness classes
Extended hours for parent/tot hours
All day public swim even during swim lessons such as in Wetaskiwin.
Change rooms need major overhaul.
Warmer water.
Generally cleaner.
A lazy river would be great.
long hours for public swimming
ISR self rescue swimming lessons
Midnight swim
Having a wadding pool open during swim lessons so I can play with my toddler while his older siblings have
lessons. I feel diving boards are very important in a public pool. I also prefer the open layout of the
Camrose pool over the split up layout of Wetaskiwin. I am able to keep a better eye on children of different
ages and swim levels when I do not have to get out of one section then into another.
Season long swimming lessons
Increased hours for under 5 swimming. Current times conflict with nap times
Should really rebuild and start over. Create something like Sherwood Park Millennium Place or Red Deer
Collicut Center.
Lessons, learn to scuba dive and snorkel, aquafit, parties and theme days, reduced fee times like family
swim teen swim etc

Other features you would like to see?
I love the large slide the pool currently has.
Water slide separate from pool
Deep End of Pool
Somewhere for kids to enjoy
clean dressing rooms including family dressing rooms
A nice deep end
Lane swimming where no children are allowed.
The shower/ changing rooms are in desperate need of renovations
Brand new building not just a band-aid fix
Please please let the change rooms/showers be in the plans. New toilets little kids can actually flush. And new
showers with lower push buttons. And get rid of all the rust and mould.
Warmer in kids area for sure
Better change room and shower facility
Updated change rooms
More lane swim space. It often gets very crowded.
Salt water?
New change rooms that aren't covered in inches of water and don't smell like pee
Waterslides
the change rooms must be upgraded with more lockers, showers, change areas.
Nicer and clean locker
Rooms. The current ones are digusting
Hot tub
More private change room stalls rather than just two or three
Strobe lights, better sound system, much better change rooms
River
Wake surf
A cafe/coffee shop would be nice. Also a professional janitor is needed, rather than the young lifeguards (who
aren't diligent in cleaning properly).
Warmer showers.
A good waterslide
Lazy river. Every recreation facility we've been too has one and they are awesome!
Use for recreation and exercise.
Keep Deep End!!!
more space for viewing, cleaner change rooms, more play space for kids with structures to play with/on, and
more air flow :)
New lighting....very dark right now
I would like to see the family/handicap change room closer to the other change rooms.
No
just make it clean and less ugly
Increased natural light in swim area
bathing suit dryers in change rooms
Wave pool
A water slide and kids play area
Private party rooms
Would love the steam room.
a water slide that isn't held up by a tether and adults can go down without having to push themselves all the
way down - and I'm a very small person.
Rebuild outdoor spray park
Lane /score clock
Timing wall for competition
Adequate family change rooms and washrooms
Lazy river
Please see above comments.
Lazy river

Lazy river. Do it right if your gonna do it.
As long as it's done right the first time and corners aren't cut I am not concerned. Quite frankly I think the
existing building should be demonilished and started over but whatever our high ups think must be right.
get rid of the cedar.
Options to choose from are good!
Bigger spray patk
Whirlpool
Underwater speakers for laneswim and themed swims, family change room, basketball net, lane flags
Lazy River (if possible), updated and CLEAN change rooms (including Family change room), a lane swim with
a deep end, more windows to the outdoors.
Larger ladies change room with more private stalls, showers and family change rooms. More toilets.
. More hooks for coats, etc and somewhere to put shoes.
Would love to see the " lazy river" feature like Wetaskiwin has.... but that would be over budget,... I'm sure
·

Water must be clear enough to visibly see the bottom of the pool

·

Water must be at least 27 degrees, plus or minus a degree

·
Lines that run the length of the pool (so swimmers can tell which way they are moving underwater, since
goggles are not worn in competition)
·

Pool must be at least 12m wide by 25m long

·

A portion of the pool must be at least 3m deep, and the rest of the pool must be at least 2m deep

·

Underwater sound system/speakers

·

Underwater camera/viewport

·

Overhead/Raised Seating for better viewing of routines

·

Larger flat deck space for walk ups and dives

·

Display cabinets for clubs

·

Storage area available for groups associated with the pool

·

Warmer water for the showers

- 8 lane pool 25 m X 25 m pool with diving blocks and depth to maximize programming flexibility (this is
certainly at the top of our list)
-large deck area to accommodate officials, viewing bleachers, timers, starting blocks and still have space
to walk
-raised viewing area on deck for competitions (officials, equipment etc. )
-competition quality diving blocks
-mezzanine viewing area/flex space that over looks the pool
-wall mounted competition results clock/monitor which could also be used for informational purposes
You haven't said anything about improving the change rooms.
They need MAJOR upgrades.
Floating wirl pool (like Melenium Place in Sherwood Park), Time waves, cafe with parent seating area

I think that in order for our pool to be relevant it is going to need both the "family" draw (kid pool area) as well
as something for the older kids and adults (new style water slide, wave pool, etc.) - Millennium Place is an
excellent example of a well rounded facility, even just in the swimming area. I think it would be better to wait
for extra funding or do fundraisers for additional capital, to ensure as many of these attractions as possible are
included. The interest generated by including these would definitely increase the return on investment.
Proper change rooms with adequate shower, change & lockers.PLUS: adequate space for spectators during
competitions.
more PRIVATE dressing area
Lazy river
Keeping the existing slide and drop off, and still have a deep water area to practice breath training (ie. Getting
brick from bottom of deep-end)
·
Lines that run the length of the pool (so swimmers can see
which way they are moving underwater, since goggles are not worn in competition)
Competition sized pool- for swim competitions, including synchronized swimming competitions ·
be at least 12m wide by 25m long
·

A portion of the pool to be at least 3m deep, and the rest of the pool to be at least 2m deep

·

Underwater sound system/speakers

·

Underwater camera/viewport

·

Overhead/Raised Seating for better viewing of routines and competitions

·

Larger flat deck space for walk ups and dives

·

Display cabinets for clubs

·

Storage area available for groups associated with the pool

·

Warmer water for the showers

Pool must

Kids would love a lazy river.
Surf rider, lazy river and more water slides.
A current and a wave pool
Lazy river
Big diving boards
in ground hot tub, diving board, lazy river
MUST renovate and enlarge ladies change room . It is deplorable! 45 ladies and moms and babies all vying for
a very limited space, leaky roof, leaky taps, rusty lockers!!!!
This should be a new pool like Wetaskiwin so families do not have to drive to where the amenities are plenty.
The old pool should be used for something else. Camrose has had a tendency to do things half assed and not
get it right the first time. We need an aquatic center that competes with Leduc and Wetaskiwin otherwise don't
bother. So many families go out of town and I would like to see them stay here with a new facility. You did it for
the city hall and performing arts center, please do not cheap out on this.
all day techno dance parties
-in the change rooms could a spinner to help dry bathing suits be installed?
-more and bigger lockers -the half sized rather than third sized are ok. 1/2 sized ones do not easily hold winter
coats in the winter. Full sized are ideal.
-wall installed hair dryers , same type as air hand dryers just higher up.
better dressing rooms
larger, more privacy

Lazy River, more private change rooms
Allow dogs occasionally.
As I said , you need to include renovations to accommodate people with disabilities.
lazy river canel
We would like the water to be warm with good ventilation, and also a kids area/splash park
more private showers and change room in women locker and also swim suit dryers
larger change rooms; more semi-private stalls; deep tank; swim lanes that are accessible for aqua-therapy
and aqua-fit classes; adequate microphone system for teaching
Competition clock with touch pads and proper starting blocks
This building needs to be expandable.
It doesn't make sense to do it just to say you did.
Do it right or people will still leave the city due entertainment.
Is mold not an issue with years or leaky roofs
Don't get rid of Deep End.
Better set up got family change rooms.
Showers that are consistently hot
More cubicles for privacy when changing. Many people feel uncomfortable changing in front of strangers.
Also expanded change areas and facilities for families with young children.
Salt water and lazy river
I would like to see 1 or 2 lanes in the regulation pool available for lane swimming during all hours the pool is
open. An indoor play area, it could not be selected as only 10 points was allotted. The system need to be
changed to allow more than a 10 point selection. Upgraded change rooms, more constant water temperature
in shower rooms.
New pool. start from scratch
I would like to see waterslides that end in shallow water like in Wetaskiwin. A diving board, climbing wall,
zipline, would be fun. We definitely need an in deck hot tub and bigger kiddie pool.
Lane pool that is accessible all day
diving blocks (and depth to dive off said blocks)
large deck area to accommodate officials, viewing bleachers, timers, starting blocks, easy access in and out of
lane pool, room to walk with all those people on deck!
- raised viewing area for competitions
- good quality diving blocks. no junk
- flex area over looking pool
- wall mounted competition results clock. This could be used for advertising or information when not in use for
competition
A 25 by 25 competition pool, 8 lanes with diving blocks,a large deck area and places to view the meets. wall
mounted competition results clock/monitor.
Better hot tub space
More boot racks
Can't think of any
I think having the warm shallower pool for little kids and a cooler pool for swim meets and aquatic exercising is
most important. I also feel having a slide is a great attraction for any pool especially for a community of our
size. I also think adequate change rooms with areas that can serve little ones as well as adults is very
important. Getting ready to swim and getting dressed after is a big part of coming to the pool.
A lazy river
spray park for kids
Handicap washrooms
The women's dressing room is crowded, showers don't always work well, and if you look up the ceiling is
disgusting.
Attached to the edgeworth

more change rooms, showers and bathrooms and make the family change room bigger
New flooring, in-deck hot tub, new filtration system, I would like to see the two slides stay
better change rooms
No
Family change rooms
Hot tub and changing rooms
Better kids pool, lazy river
-Sectioned off areas - a deep area pool separate from the medium depth pool.
-Diving boards
more changing rooms
--better planning for handicapped people on the deck as it is too slippery
--proper sized dive tank for diving and synchronized swimming (if the deep end were to meet the regulation
size for synchronized swimming meets, the Camrose pool could make money by hosting synchro meets
(because not many pools meet the requirements))
--windows
--better ceiling so there are straight lines for backstroke swimmers
--better changerooms (better showers; some long lockers; hair dryers; hooks for bags and towels)
incline of pool to walk into for adults
Lazy river and a refreshments and sitting area.
A fully enclosed observing area for families with little kids who are watching swimming lessons. With a gate
Make sure the outdoor splash park is kept, even if it has to be moved. It is well utilized and is great fun for kids
and families. Mr kids are all grown up, but I love seeing and hearing the joy and exuberance of the children
using the splash park. Plus, playing and being outdoors is so valuable for all ages.
Showers in the changing rooms with stronger water pressure so you can rinse your hair properly.
More easily accessible to reduced mobility people
A way to make it easier for people with walking disabilities to be able to enter the pool.
Big Lazy river
Lazy man river like millennium place or wetaskiwin
Upgrade the change rooms and showers
It would be great to have a wall mounted competition results clock/monitor which could be used for swim
meets/junior lifeguard competitions. When those events are not taking place, they could be used to share
information to all pool users.
- 8 lane pool 25 m X 25 m pool with diving blocks
-large deck area to accommodate officials, viewing bleachers, timers, starting blocks and still have space
to walk
-raised viewing area on deck for competitions (officials, equipment etc. )
-competition quality diving blocks
-mezzanine viewing area/flex space that over looks the pool
-wall mounted competition results clock/monitor which could also be used for informational purposes
Warmer water
Viewing area for competition
Competition level diving blocks
Deck area large enough for competition
Raised area for officials to have computer equipment for competition
Splash park/play area could open up to outside in summertime? Picnic area for birthday parties?
River run on a tube

- 8 lane pool 25 m X 25 m pool with diving blocks and depth to maximize programming flexibility.
- Large deck area to accommodate officials, viewing bleachers, timers, starting blocks and still have space to
walk for competition meets.
- Raised viewing area on deck for competitions (officials, equipment etc. )
- Competition quality diving blocks.
- Mezzanine viewing area/flex space that over looks the pool.
- Wall mounted competition results clock/monitor which could also be used for informational purposes.
We are most concerned about the pool being suited for competitive swimming - 8x25 lanes, diving blocks,
deep enough for a variety of types of events and with appropriate viewing areas.
25x25 competitive lane pool with appropriate depth for diving
Diving blocks for competition
Large deck to allow for officials and coaches during competition swim meets
Large enough area around pool to allow for viewing
Mezzanine viewing area above pool to allow for viewing
Wall mounted competition results/clock
Eight lane, 25 meter by 25 meter pool. One end slightly deeper for potential dive starts. Decent competition
blocks. Large deck and seating areas for more efficient use of space. Possible mezzanine area for viewing the
pool from above. Built in storage units for better keep of supplies used by the clubs and users. Wall clock for
time and easier view of competition splits.
A Capsule drop waterside where the floor drops out beaneath you to a free fall.
Bigger areas
Better child area (not just a roped off shallow end that's lame) and in floor hot tub, steam room, maybe a new
water addition like a lazy river
Lazy river
Wave pool
lazy river
Large water slide instead of a medium.
bigger hot tub
If the new 25m pool could be a bit deeper than the current pool, as the current lane pool is too shallow for
competitive swimming.
A less slippery floor, so our kids won't fall.
Need more space for women's change room. More private showers like the gym has. Too crowded and
difficult to manoeuvre around the positioning of the benches and people changing between aquasize classes
on Mon, Wed and Fri mornings. With the filling in of the deep tank we still need one for deep end aquasize,
and other activities.
Public Library would be a natural and obvious fit. Hope council has the foresight to realize the benefits of
combining both.
Would also like to see some space devoted for a kids indoor playground. They have been included in the new
community centres I have frequented recently and are extremely popular with parents and kids.
lazy river, wave pool
Steam room
Water filtration system upgrade
Front end where the parents sit could be a bit better.
Hottub
Deep pool tank for fitness classes and lane swimming
Bright paint!
Bigger hot tub
Improved lighting. Current pool very dark, gloomy. I line the deep water tank for diving and water fitness but
having the water slide loom over top is disconcerting!
Kid/family based environment
WARM SHOWERS
Keep the deep tank.
make it an official olympic sized pool with diving platforms already every other community has this
Diving blocks in lanes for competitive swimming. Viewing area
New tiles on the floors... they are VERY sharp and outdated!

Ensure an adequate deep tank for therapy exercising.
Kids play area
Heat the pool so it's suitable for young children
Warmer water
Lazy river
A faster slide and pools unconnected from each other
A nice hot tub
A warmer main pool for families with young kids. We always go to wetaskiwin because my daughter can't
stand the cold water.
warmer kids area
don't get rid of waterslide
possible lazy river
accessible hot tub
Lazy river
Spray park stay!
Diving boards
I would like to see improved and adequate change rooms. The area at present will not supply room required
for the patrons who participate in the programs offered. I have noticed an increase in use the pool from the
senior population. Some of these people have had operations or other medical conditions that leave scaring
and they are more comfortable changing in a private cubicle. Many young families come to use the facilities
and bring with them car seats and strollers. These items take up a great deal of room. I understand the
reasoning of having them in the change rooms but navigating around these items can be dangerous to those
who may have balance issues. I wished that I could come up with a solution to this problem. Mothers need to
place their babies in a safe place when changing.
I know that there is a budget to contend with when doing this project . I hope that the people who are involved
with the renovation will take into consideration the need for adequate change rooms.
Birthday rooms/ meeting rooms
Nice family change room
I know this will be a costly renovation but please allow for expansion, we can not afford to under build this
project. We need to allow for future growth.
A water slide that kids of all ages are able to use. The current one is only able to be used by much older/more
experienced swimmers
Waterslide
Warmer wTer and better chemical control
Lazy river wld be wonderful
Yes. New ladies change room with private shower stalls. Room needs more space and should be for ladies
ONLY.
Family change room should be where children and parents go.
Showers that one can draw a curtain around you if you like, like for a lady having had a mastectomy, no
windows between the pool and change rooms- too cold, water fountains, a couple of heat lamps to make it
easier to dry off, small floor tiles like we have now and not the large ones like in Wetaskawin for they are really
slippery, more viewing space for swim meets. It is really hard to choose items for the pool when the kids play
area is worth 8 out of the 10 points. As I see it they would be the smallest group using the pool and could be
entertained with very little in comparison to the older age groups thus I would sacrifice the kiddie area for more
active things for the older groups like the rope, the zip line, water slide etc. Could waves or currents be
incorporated somewhere?
Light, esp natural light in the pool area. Nix the dreary brown wood ceiling.
I think the zip line would be a big attraction for children.
Salt water
larger viewing area, change rooms, larger slides and activities for older kids to keep them busy and active
Indoor play area in the waiting/viewing lounge for families with little kids that are not in lessons while older
ones are.

A quieter atmosphere. No radio music (with talking). Quieter music. It is already so noisy with all the people
talking, shouting and splashing.
Do not waste money trying to renovate. The building is too small and poorly maintained. Build a new facility
that will provide the services needed by the camrose community. Proper swimming lanes, diving and
swimming area for lessons. Water slides that drop into shallow areas not deep water.
Would like to see amenities to suit all age ranges. Great kids play zone in warmer temp water along with big
slide, climbing wall & ropes for older children. Needs to be wheel chair accessible & meet the needs of our
seniors.
Would also like to see diving pool with boards with programming to teach.
Need to pull it together & come up with the funds for a great facility.
Expanded lane swim hours in the evening
Heated water !
A facility like Wetaskwin would be wonderful!!!
Keep the old waterslides if possible. A lazy river.
Larger deep end.
More water slides.
Play area for older kids.
Better change rooms
A lazy river , very popular . Look at Wetaskiwin or Penticton BC pool .Please do it right , our community
deserves a nice aquatic centre. We have built a state of the art CPAC and City Hall , do not short change our
pool .
Better public swim hours. Warmer kids area
Water slide! Wading pool for tots, deep area for older children who can swim and a spereate lane swim area!
Don't go cheap on the pool. It's embarrassing. If we can spend millions of dollars on a new city hall we can
make a great pool where families can spend there time in the winter months. Don't cut corners. It should be
modeled after Wetaskiwin.
Warmer water temperature
Keep the drop off slide
More setup for younger kids swimming lessons
Large slide like already existing but not old and one that doesn't take skin off
A wave pool would be great
Outdoor access to spray park
Tear down the old pool/building and start fresh! Bigger hot tub and warmer water
A walking track around the perimeter that looks down into the swimming pool area. Racquetball/squash
courts. Water park area. We really need a complete fitness area for families to go to in Camrose.
An electronic scoreboard and touch pads for swim meets
I think it is a waste of money to renovate the existing pool. Knock the existing one down and build a new pool.
One swimming lane is a joke. Camrose is so geared to hockey, let's show the community that we believe other
things exist in this world besides hockey and build a real pool!
Better lighting would be nice. Some areas of the pool seem much darker than other areas.
A lazy river
Warmer pool
Lazy river
Better hot tub
Better viewing area
Slides for kids
No
Kids play area
Hot tub
more privacy stalls if possible

Family change room is in dire need of upgrade, the shower water comes of an iceberg, and the change area is
dirty and dated.
Might be too much for the budget, but those lazy rivers they have at pools are very popular
Larger deep water pool
Waterslide
More kid friendly stuff
Warm water, a priority in cleanliness and toddler/kid friendly.
Keep the spray park
Warmer pool
Update the appearance of the Aquatics Reception/ Entrance Areas.
Diving boards
Hot tub
a bathing suit spinner dryer!
Yes you need to keep the deep water and you have to have as much as you can for families
Bigger slides that don't drop off into the deep end for smaller kids and a bigger area for little kids to play in
away from teen's so a 1-4 year old doesn't get hit by a ball.
25 m Lane pool for deep enough to dive
High diving board
I would like both a children's area and a waterslide. I also really like a lazy river. All other choices, including the
many lanes for competition are not a priority for me, although I know the lanes are a priority for others. I just
want a fun place where as a family we can play in the WARM water. Sherwood Park and Wetaskiwin both
have fabulous pools for kids of all ages. I would prefer to stay in Camrose rather than drive to a pool that
meets our needs. I understand cost is obviously the issue.
Lazy river
Lazy river
Lazy river, continue handicap access, deep dive area
Personal showers
massage available by appointment
Hot tub and lazy river
Wading pool for little guys
Outdoor pool?
Kids and family swim area separate from other areas of the pool and with WARM water. We travel to
wetaskiwin because their pool is warmer for toddlers.
Take a look at the pool in the town of trail BC.. it is set up very nicely to accommodate a lot of different groups.
River pool.
Different areas for the different age group and more space to accommodate the expanding community.
A water slide. I would have selected it but a kids area is most important to me. It's hard to understand why a
water slide would be 8 points. Wetaskiwin is s good example of what is working for a pool.
I would love a whirl pool and warmer water
More change rooms.
Warmer water for swimming with the family would be wonderful. The main part of the pool is freezing.
A leisure/lazy river like in the Wetaskawin pool.
Change room with large bed adult size to dress and assist disabled.
Lazy river
Family changeroom, good viewing area for lessons or meets
Lazy river
Better locker rooms
Lazy river
Para-swimming programs
CAMROSE NEEDS AN ENTIRE NEW FACILITY...THOSE OF US WHO USE THE AQUACTIC CENTRE
HAVE BEEN SHAMEFULLY NEGLECTED FOR YEARS!!!! I'm TIRED of seeing $ AFTER $ GOING TO
HOCKEY!
New spray park
The water to be warmer .

Great idea to do lane swimming in a separate pool. If there was a choice I would do a water slide and the kids
spray area. Expand further to the west and make this a great renovation and not just a patch job. The change
rooms need a complete renovation. They are disgusting. Spend the extra money and do this right. The older
generation have already used this pool for their advanatage and now it is time for the next generation to enjoy
it.
Better change rooms
More programs for seniors
Lazy river
better change rooms, Swimming lanes and abilities to host swim meets
lazy river
Lazy river
Make it easier for people with special needs and warmer water
Surf zone....
Hot tub changing rooms and kid are
Lane swim
A lift
Lazy river
Nicer lifeguards
Diving
Like to see it a remodel of favorites for family setting and kids zone
No
Better change rooms, especially for families. Better shower heads.
Hot tub accessible. No stairs. More lap lanes. Very busy some noon hours. 3-4 in each lane!!
Deep end
Sauna room and steam room not one or the other
Kids play area
Nope
A lazy river! So good for exercise and kids love them!
We need a proper lane pool and somewhere that will attract teens as well as young children and families.
Directing only towards younger will not make money
Better handicapped accessible family rooms. Where wheel chairs can actually go into the bathroom stall and
showers. More change rooms with large change tables.
bathroom/changeroom upgrade
I want to see and area where people can bring small children with out freezing to death. There needs to me an
area where 4-8 year olds can play and not drown. Our current pool is "if you want more than your ankles
covered sink or swim." Only two options.
A deep pool to be able to be swimmed in.
Wave pool
Outdoor pool
A better kid area/zone. A wave pool would be cool with along with some fountains and slides for little ones. A
lazy river would also be cool.
Big slide, diving board
A really good family/handicap change room.
Lazy river
Lazy river
Larger changing rooms
A waterslide that ends in a flat, shallow run-off would be awesome. Eliminating the pool at the end opens it up
to younger riders. (The new slides in Toronto pools are like this. It's awesome and uses way less water!)
Deep tank for diving; along with 1m, 3m springboards and 10m platform.
Better lighting

Gymnasium
Child minding
Larger front desk area to help with traffic flow
Different option for locks in change rooms
Concession area
Steam room not dry sauna
Family change room
Inflatable blob things that go in the middle of the pool the kids climb on and fall off of.
Lazy river
swim lanes
bigger hot tub
Wheel chair accessible hot tub
Get rid of the sauna thing you do have, its old and outdated.. make a new sauna, with tile and no wood. And
make it 10X bigger
Lazy river
I would love for it to be more kid friendly.
Kids play area/climbing structure like millennium place or leduc
A warm toddler pool would be so nice.
more room in the womens change room and more showers
Nice waterslides
The sauna is very important. People who go to the gym like to have a sauna afterwards. There's only one
other sauna in town at havanatan.
Accessible changing areas that allow for privacy.
Accessible pool access
Better seating
Easier to clean if you go to public swim at night the floor is so gross in the change room you have to bring flip
flops
Not sure about the budget but a surfing pool would be awesome for the teens to adult age range in this
community. I know we can't have everything but we need stuff for all age groups so everyone has a reason to
enjoy it which will in turn increase the revenues for the pool.
A lazy river
Hot tub
Lazy river
Wave pool
Man made river
Way more lockers
No
Maybe better/more viewing area. Or better viewing area
Update change room
Warmer water
I prefer a deep end more than temperature control!! Also it would be wonderful to be able to go into the pool
without frying your lungs/hair/skin with the chlorine!! That would probably be the biggest improvement of them
all. I know for myself and my friends we would rather travel to wetaskiwin or sherwood park, than go into the
super chlorinated pool 5 mins from home.
I think the main needs would be for young families...a new pool for them to at....instead of swim lanes
Warmer changerooms. Nicer, cleaner change areas.
Change rooms especially family change room to have more direct access to pool and larger lockers.
Mini wave pool
Warmer wate in kids area
Expanded, warm toddler/little kid area.
NATURAL LIGHT! And a lighter coloured roof so it doesn't feel like a cave. And air conditioning for the lobby. It
is absolutely brutal in the summer.
Baby area,that's warmer
Bigger

More space for child play area. My child has been pushed over many times because the child area gets so
packed
Lazy river, like the Wetaskiwin pool has!
good viewing area for competitions and a food court or something like the arena
Nope :)
The change rooms are disgusting and have been for decades. They need a complete overhaul with more
individual change rooms.
no not really but would have the opportunity to use the facilities on a daily basis without paying a daily basis
rate fee.
No
Read prior message.
Handicap senior accessible
Lazy river
Wave pool
Better set up for adults to swim with child
A hot tub that keep temp.. again compared to Wetaskwin ours is sad.
More private chamge stalls in the mens washroom.
Better hours for public swimming
More swimming lanes
swim pool similiar to Leduc or Wetaskwin new pools
Lazy river
Warmer temperature water
Cleaner change rooms
More space
Lazy river
Family change rooms
Lazy river diving boards bigger hot tub wave pool warmer pool
Lazy river
Large bright windows.
Higher roof.
Better family change room.
Keep the deep end
Move the spray park. Don't just bulldoze it to make the new pool. Common shower area for pre-pool showers.
A bigger deep end
Bigger deep end
A lazy river and seating in the pool for parents
Surfing
Better change rooms (more room, better non slip mats, more change tables for little ones, etc)
completely redone change rooms. they are disgusting. lane pool and warmer temperature
A modern updated pool, one that can have different temperatures, a slide, a diving board and a kids play area
Lazy River
Hopefully the change rooms will be laid out a little better and not totally over looked. I would potentially have 2
hot tubs
Maybe some kinda of mini wave pool?
Warmer and more family friendly
Waterslide that does not empty into deep end. As well as good play area for kids.
Larger viewing area
Bigger hot tub
Deep end at least double the size it is
Seperate bodies of water.
DEEP end of pool for diving, etc...
Lazy river
Surf pool like wetaskiwin

Water slide, kids play area and larger family change rooms
Warm water for children to swim in
Lazy river
Adequate air circulation
Better kids lessons
Lazy river
Lazy river?
Newer hot tub
Renovations on the change rooms. Currently, they are old and very smelly.
Waterslides
New slides. Warmer water
The change rooms need to be redone. They are too small and the Mildew and slime can't be up to code. We
don't currently use the pool mainly because the changerooms are so disgusting
Lazy river, warm water
An outdoor swim space!
1. Priority to the regulation competition (8) lanes. With adjustable lane diving blocks.
2. Resistance lane as described in previous answer for rehab and training.
Lazy river.
A separate family change room
one of those river/current pools. a good children's area.
swim up bar
Perhaps having water slides go into a shallow area rather than a deep end.
A lazy river would be cool
no
Get a new pool!
Different change rooms, newer showers, etc
Hot tub, wave pool!!!
Warmer pool
More/ larger hot tubs
Larger hot tub
Update of the change rooms
Family change rooms
Expansion of the kids area
More family change room space
A walk across bridge. A wave pool area.
Warm water in kids sections.
Better changerooms, lazy river and nicer slides
Better/Taller water slide
-high diving board
Warm pool for babies
Warmer water. Lazy river.
Backstroke flags, diving blocks into deeper water
Diving board!!
Lazy River
If it gets a waterslide it would be nice to have a slide that ends in a shallow pool (no dumping, you are still
sitting and can stand up and step out). Not one that dumps you in the deep water.
Would be nice to see upgrades change rooms. Showers are too hot and too high pressure for kids
Concession
the climbing wall in addition to the diving board and water slide would all be nice. For a city our size it is sad we
don't have a pool with a lazy river and kids play area, slides diving boards and lanes swim not to mention
surfing area like Wetaskiwin. The pool has been neglected far too long. While I understand limited funds the
question on the first page saying 10 points to spend choose between a Tarzan rope or a little slide is
somewhat sad.
Mostly just the kids area. Anything else is just an extra bonus.
clean updated dressing rooms and showers with steam rooms and saunas

To redo the tiles on the pool floor
Wave pool like Collicut in Red Deer
beach like pool
Lazy river
A slide that ends in a trough, not in a deep pool
Clean up renovate the change rooms and lockers
More seating
Bigger in size so that there is more room on busy days
Kids area. Warm pool not cold like the current Camrose pool
An update deep end where people can actually use it instead of just having the slides go into it.
Make it bright and clean feeling
Lazy river
Keep the gradual wade in area in the shallow end.
Family change room better located. Gets cold in the winter walking in the hallway plus since it's open to
anyone, I don't find it as safe as the regular change rooms.
Just a nice area of kids to play
A separate pool for young kids and babies, or something like wetaskewin has
Separate water slide from pool!!!
New. change rooms
A Cilmbing wall similar to say the wainwright arena / pool site
Aqua sizes
Newer change rooms.
Lazy river
Lazy river
Nicer pool
Lazy river
Swim up bar.
Big water slides like wetaskiwin pool. And a double mini slide in the kids play area.
A lazy river.
I really hope the spray park will remain after the renovation or at the very least re-located. I think that has been
a huge hit in our community!! As a family with 3 kids on a budget, I would be very disappointed if it left!
Water slide that goes into a separate channel not into the main pool
Just make the kids area warm!! That's all I ask lol
Family change rooms
Accesible handicap change room
Lazy river
Warmer water bigger area for kids and people. This pool is in dire need of serious renovations nobody likes
swiming in a cold pool with no room and looking at rusty bolts and peeling paint.
Updated changing rooms. Connected and upgraded family changing room.
A LARGE/huge hot tub! Better family change rooms (hotter showers!) more family change rooms! (3 isn't
enough!)
An indoor playground
Water slide
A slide
Salt water rather than chlorine or at least less strong chlorine/chemical use. I have been unable to use the pool
due to the chemicals used causing eye and nasal irritation, have not had this issue at any other indoor pool.
A wave pool would be nice.
More family change rooms
The kids pool to be separate so it can be warmer.
Better change rooms, play area, warmer water
pickle ball courts
New / renovated family change room with proper heat in the winter.

A long slide with its own basin instead of going into a deep pool. So smaller kids can also use the pool. Instead
of the one we have now that goes into the deep end. Very hard for younger children to use although they
would love to.
I think that this survey clearly shows you are only going to be making "minor" renovations. The whole pool
needs an overhaul and I think that you should look at the Manluck Center or Leduc Pool for inspiration. A lazy
river, kids play area AND a slide. Don't cheat the citizens of Camrose of a decent pool. Let's build a centre
where we get to stay in town instead of travelling outside of town. If we need to rebuild let's rebuild!!!!!!!!
Some sort of treehouse for in the pool kids area.
Definitely needs to be made accessible. With a fully wheelchair accessible change room and lifts.
More private change rooms
A lazy river if possible!!
Salt water pool
Monthly passes
Better water slides
WARMER SWIMMING
Bigger better hot tub.... more private change rooms and better showers
More kid/toddler/family friendly. Better/nicer change rooms.
Accommodations to allow for swim meets
No
Perhaps more area to swim or expansion of the length of the pool to 50 meters.
More deep water area
Lazy river like Wetaskiwin's
Warmer water for the pool
Waterslide, lazy river, stuff for kids
Nothing I can think of at the moment
River run
Better lighting, more modernized/updated decor.
Lazy river would be great addition. A sitting ledge in the water
No
Upgraded change rooms
A bigger pool for lap swimming. More space for aqua fit programs.
Lazy river
Use local contractors/make slide exit into shallower water similar to wetaskwin make family change rooms
warmer
Viewing area upgrade for viewers
A large deep end for diving and cannon balls. The current "deep area" is small and has the issue of the
waterslides aiming into the middle of the deep area which aids extra caution measures for safety and take
away from the fun aspect of a deep end.
Better bigger hot tub. Water slide with stop at end
Lazy river
Nope
A better hot tub, bevelled edges so you can sit in the water and this also prevents diving from the edge
Upgrades to change rooms & obviously if making the facility for swim meets etc you need more viewing....
As well bring back the concession - kids are hungry after swimming & parents might grab something too!
No
Warm
Water
Lazy river or waves added to pool
Yoga room
A small water play structure. Like at a park but with water features.
Water polo nets that can be removed
Update change rooms. Consider surf simulator.

Kids play area and water slide. Why can I only pick one? Kids and teens want to use the pool. Not a pool for
one or the other. Both.
Improved family change rooms with better privacy and showers that actually get warm
A new pool. Hot tub. Diving boards, bigger deeper end. Large steam room.
Wave pool
Better change rooms warmer
swim trunk dryers
Wave pool
Bigger hot tub
Hot tub
Access to an inside/outside experince
Hot tub is always good
Kid area, deep end (pervious statement and diving) hot tub area
Natural light... Makes for very inviting environment
A kids play area
Lazy river, updated change room areas including a more functional family change room, nicer party rooms with
better air flow.
Warmer water it is always freezing so we go to wetaskwin pool
lazy river.... love the walk in access to pool...i find the ladders difficult to use. and found my little ones were
less afraid when they could wade in.
not really
A good viewing area
Wave pool
When I was in fort Mac Murray this winter we went swimming and the floor around the kids area wasn't cement
it was more of a foam non slip surface.. was excellent for my 3 kids and less stressful for parents!
I do not want to lose the spray park and its current location!
Lazy river
Don't remove the spray park
Lazy river
Big climbing structure for kids
New change rooms
Having a pool which is wheelchair accessible. Wetaskiwins pool is great so I've heard. Maybe take a look at
their pool and see how we could make ours better.
A lazy river
Swimsuit spinner in change rooms
Change room face-lift and better family change rooms.
it would be nice to have a larger area or separate area where there is no spray toys for first time babies and
toddlers can just wade in water without being knocked over or splashed by bigger kids who can swim better.
And to have that area warmer.
New change rooms.
New hot tub.
Lazy river would be nice
Diving board
A lazy river like wetaskiwin would be so nice but deep enough that your feet don't drag on the floor
Think you definitely needs a kids play area and a big water slide. All the new renovated pools like Leduc, and
Wetaskwin both have these features. It helps with both the younger and teenage kids. Your 10 point system
doesn't allow to give adequate choices.
Lazy river
Lazy river
Literally, anything. Please.
Lazy river
yes deep pool is to small

Things for kids and heat, sauna/steam room not important
New showers!!!
Railings for disabled people to enter and exit pool
Automatic doors opening for disabled
More dressing rooms and showers also with rail for elderly and disabled
Keep the viewing section(parents can watch their kids during swimming lesson). As a parent I really enjoy the
fact that I can watch them during their lessons and also my children feel better knowing I'm just right there.
Lazy river!
Family change rooms
Lazy river
To not fill in the deep end.
An observation area where you can watch the kids from inside.
There should be more of a balance in options for the features. It seems we can either choose to have a facility
that caters to one group or the other but not both (based on the values assigned to the features in this survey)
is there not a way to find sponsors for more costly options like the water slides? Or lazy river?
Lazy river, play area and hot tub
Wave pool
A nicer exterior that matches the Rec centre
Lazy river
sauna
Warmer temperatures, toddler play area
I know there is already a family change room, but I want that to remain a feature.
Windows adding natural light to pool area
Cleaner change rooms
Longer hours during weekend
A pool that is able to hold swim meets
Spray park
Keep and upgrade the slides
Sauna, steam room, Infared sauna
More change rooms with doors
A lazy river like the wetaskwin pool
Lazy river!!
Lazy river
Waterslides
Warm child play area if that happens
New/updated change rooms!
Saltwater if you haven't already switched over to it.
Lazy river
Lazy river
Outdoor water park
More room in the family change room area.
Better toddler area
Just a bigger better facility
I think a warm pool with family friendly features is very important in this renovation. It would be nice to have
one waterslide that doesn't drop into deep water as well.
Better seating for spectators
Less chlorine. How about a wave pool.
Life jackets and floating toys big enough for kids to sit in ( car or boat)
Updated change/ bathroom areas for families.
Warmer water
Big family change rooms
A lazy river

More room in change rooms, more lockers, more room for aerobics (currently not enough room to get in deep
enough to do exercises).
Better change rooms. Bigger family/unisex change rooms.
The Wetaskiwin pool is wonderful and is something Camrose should be striving for. If you can't compete with
it, people will continue to go to Wetaskiwin rather than keep their money in Camrose.
On deck hot tub
keep the bigger slides that are already there
outdoor splash area
Family Change Room
More accessible for people with disabilities, lifts or walk in, appropriate changing and shower areas. More
natural light in pool area.
Larger/updated changing areas.
Water slide!
Lazy river
Better quality of the pool
Cleaner change rooms with more changing stalls
Lazy man river
A much bigger hot tub that almost as big as a small pool. Play ground in the pool that kids can play with
Bigger, deeper swimming lane pool and then a separate BIG swim area for children :). Pretty please !!! With
sugar on top!!!
Warmer water and bigger hot tub
Warmer pool
Warmer water
A net area for water volleyball
I think a wave section or lazy river could be very cool as well.
Please keep your change rooms with the large changing table/bed. It is the only pool I am able to take my
disabled son to and safely change him into and out of his swim clothes. Wheelchair accessibility is so
important too.
Lazy river
Bigger pool
A lazy river is so much fun for so many ages to use, successful in so many aquatic centres
Wandering river
Better change rooms
Lazy river!
Put in a waterslide instead of a sauna or a steam room.
Larger deep end pool
Lazy river, separate water slide outside of the pool. Kids pool separate from lane/deep pool
I'd like to see both a kids area and waterslide.
Open more hours
Wave pool, lazy river
Water slides, wave pool
Better change rooms. The family change room is hard to use and the showers are ice cold always. The
gendered change rooms could use a facelift (especially the shower area)!!!
Water slides
Zip line
Tarzan rope
Updated change rooms
The chute slides at the wetaskiwin pool are so amazing and don't require dumping into a deep pool. We love
them
A wondering river would be great or just make a bigger hot tub
A warmer pool
I would like to see more swimming lessons available.
I would like to see a small lazy river
I'd like the waterslides to stay. My kids enjoy those

An updated kid's play area, and definitely a water slide.
Spray park upgrade
Longer and more frequent public swim hours
Solar powered heating. People, especially children tend to enjoy swimming a little more when the water is a
more enjoyable temperature.
Lazy river
Anything that keeps families in Camrose is fine with me. I am not a water person but I do recommend many to
attend the pool
Just a better kids/toddler area!!
Warm water like wetaskiwin
a dry and a wet sauna, more comfortable viewing seats. Man...being a chaperone who has to sit out for the
day and watch is brutal, especially with no back support. Ooh, ability for underwater lighting for rentals,
parties, facility rentals - funky, different lighting - colours, not just white.
Increase in temperature of the pool sonny kids are not freezing the minute they get in
New change rooms
Lazy river
more and bigger lockers, and better family change room. lazy river for the pool. extended hours
Infant floaters with seat so they are in the water
More equipment for little ones
More separation between the different zones of the pool so there could be more temperature control
Better change room facilities. Better in-floor drainage--several times when I had my daughter in swim lessons,
one or both of us fell or nearly fell several times in the change rooms because of the water pooled on the floor
Lazy river would be perfect!
Upgraded locker rooms and showers. I think we need diving boards and slides a kid area would be fantastic
to. Unfortunately your point system does not allocate enough for me to suggest any if these.
Better change rooms
Warmer water or separate lane pool so you can enjoy a swim with the family without freezing
More family orientated
Myself as well as many others would like to see something similar to Wetaskewins pool. Many great things are
heard about their pool. REALLY hope there's room in the budget for that.
Separated areas for warmer and coolers pools. Warmers for infants and toddlers. Cool for older play and
lanes.
Change rooms that aren't disgusting, and a family change room that's more accessible to the pool (not down
that dark hallway away from everything).
A slide
Bigger kids area, more fun stuff in the kids area better slides warmer pool
Better rooms for parties
More showers in change rooms, more private rooms in change rooms
Warmer water is the most important thing to our family
Warmer water for children area
Lazy river
Revamped and WARM
Shallow children's area with play structure/slide
Warmer pool
More of a older kids area. Warmer water
Different temps in different pools.
A toddler spray/play area with a graduated entry is a must for our family. I think structures that allow for
exploration and unstructured/creative play (diving boards, climbing walls, etc.) have more play value than static
structures (water slides) that are for one purpose.
Lazy river.
Larger, warmer shallow little kids area
Lazy river.
Bigger hot tub area.

Bigger hot tub
Tot pool/lazy river/water slides. Warm water accommodating to children:
A lazy river like other pools
Just kids area
Water slide like Wetaskiwin/Leduc (doesn't end in the pool)
Bigger spray park area
Better/renovated shower areas and changing rooms
Bigger family changing room
Water slides, lazy river
Brighter interior, it is so dark now.
I couldn't the water climbing wall because it went over the 10 points but that's super cool, hope you add it too.
More Weekend public swimking hours
Just a better children's area, there are a lot of us that drive to wetaskawin every week!
Lazy river
Would also like to see a water slide
I would hate for us to lose our deep end.
Lazy river
A nice play area for kids that aren't "swimming" yet
One of: Lazy river, better watersides or wave pool

Comments
Love the pool!
Deep End of Pool
When building I hope you keep a shallower part for just cooking around and then a deep end for diving
Don't get silly with extra fancy features just provide a decent, clean pool that caters to all ages.
The existing aquatic centre is very dark. More windows for natural lighting would greatly benefit the overall
appearance and improve the atmosphere of this place.
I think that we are in need of a new pool. Not just a quick fix. I know many ppl that travel to wetaskwin to go
swimming. I myself am one of them.
There is no point in doing a Reno if a substantial kids area can't be accommodated. This should take priority
over lanes.
More lane swim times. (Every morning instead f three days a week. ) A lot of people use lane swim and it gets
very crowded.
Look forward to the upgrades. Long overdue.
Don't cheap out and do a good job
Keep an outdoor spray park
We travel all over to take our kids to aquatic centres outside of Camrose. That means our money is being
spent at other facilities, restaurants, shopping malls/centres. All pools we've been too have all or most of these:
play areas, warm water, water structures (dumping pails, stationary water guns, spray rings) lazy rivers, some
have wave pools. What they all have in common is the thought of young families in mind.
Way over due, just like additional ball diamonds
this is a decrepit building and should be demolished as they did in Wetaskiwin. Start over
Looking forward to a new facility & warmer consistent pool temperatures.
|Having an improved facility, regulation swim lanes, swimming lessons for kids and tots/moms, aquasize for all
ages are all important things for our community. Having a pool for community kids/adults to access and enjoy
is an important part of a small community as add to the things to do list which are minimal. Swimming is a
family activity as well which is important.
I would not be happy to see the spray park lost. If it could be relocated that would be great. Lots of money was
donated to have it created for city!
You need a large water slide and a kids play area for growing camrose
Thank you for the chance to provide input and for making our community better
Longer public swim hours would be great
We need a warmer family friendly centre that will keep people supporting our community rather than going
elsewhere
Go look at wetaskiwin pool. If it's not anywhere close to how nice it is I will continue to go there
No comments
I am really concerned about the proposed renovation/facelift to existing structure and systems. The city needs
to seriously consider building a totally new structure. Patching up the current systems which quite often are
breaking down or mal-functioning seems to be a questionable approach to addressing the needs for a new
pool. This is a once in a generation project . Spend the money and do it right.
Ask government or industry for funds to build new pool rather than renovating this older pool.
The aqua-fit classes are getting larger and more crowded. Will really be great to have a larger area of deep
water to facilitate these groups.
I think that in order for our pool to be relevant it is going to need both the "family" draw (kid pool area) as well
as something for the older kids and adults (new style water slide, wave pool, etc.) - Millennium Place is an
excellent example of a well rounded facility, even just in the swimming area. I think it would be better to wait
for extra funding or do fundraisers for additional capital, to ensure as many of these attractions as possible are
included. The interest generated by including these would definitely increase the return on investment.
Long over due
It would be nice to have a pool with more options, rather than so often driving family to other cities for better
services.
(A lazy river may be expensive, but it is a highlight for us. )

please lazy river
I love techno music
I am grateful that a new pool is coming. I use the lane swimming times at least 3 times per week. I am hoping
that with the new pool coming there will be more lane swim times available. I do not mind that the pool is not
too deep to walk in.
camrose is in need of a better pool, our family would use the pool more if it was updated
Larger change rooms, family change room, warm water in all pools, 2 waterslides. We live in Camrose but
refuse to go to the pool here and would rather spend the time and money and go to the pool in Wetaskiwin or
Leduc because the facility is clean, water is warm and there are lots of options for kids of all ages
would like to see pool more seniors friendly. activity to keep them active year round
Camrose pool isn't the biggest or best, but it can more than make up for that by excellent PR skills by its
employees. People will come back to a place where they are feel welcome and are treated courteously.
Camrose pool does a good job of this. Thanks!
I think this survey is so limited. I hope you do more actual research before you go ahead.
The Camrose pool does not and has never meet the needs of the city and county residents. One example, In
the summer months lane swimming ends at 8am and water therapy starts at 9am. For people that swim and
partake in water therapy, they have to leave at 8am and come back for 9am.
new pool. start from scratch
This is long overdue! The pool is in disrepair, the ceiling, walls and floors are in rough shape, and the pool is so
cold in the winter that we cannot swim in it with our small children. I think the City should put in more money to
be able to do all of the things listed, so that we can entice people to stay and play in our own community.
see previous
i cant wait for the new pool!
Better hours for swimming. It seems that the hours as are only cater to families
This poll is shameful. You build the taj mahal of hockey rinks and then state that for this project you cant have
everything. Do it right or familys will still travel to Sherwood Park, Leduc, or Wetaskiwin for swimming.
Definitely need a competitive swimming pool.
The current pool area has become so grungy; it needs a new facelift.
Need handicap bathrooms with high toilets.
A sauna/steam room would be less useful that a kid area and I'm sure there are several people who would
agree. It should have been one of the options that we could rank in order of preference.
Apparently the "Renos" will proceed. There is no choice,
"Do you think we should renovate the centre". The current centre is adequate. Some rehab is necessary. I
would think that the money could be spent in relationship to the demographics of camrose. This survey is not
should we but what do we.
Personally I think the pool building needed to be demolished .and started from scratch.
This is not a grand showcase! Meet the needs, don't waste money like city hall!!
better ventilation and heating of the pool area.
I am super excited about the renovation & expansion of the pool, it will be amazing!
hope you can raise enough money without raising taxes
Please have massive consultations with taxpayera
I truly believe enhanced features will enhance the community use - we often go to Wetaskiwin because of the
warmer pool temperatures and added features.
Looking forward to the renovation.
Renovations are far overdue and need to meet the needs of all user groups. There also needs to be more
access to pool use, with better hours for lane swims.

We never renovated the arena; we built new.
We never renovated city hall; we built new.
And after we dumped money into the Bailey....we built new.
Why do certain people get their rinks, city halls and arts centres at millions upon millions of dollars....and when
it comes to the taxpaying families in this town, there is never enough money for them and after years of being
pushed off....they are given a small budget to get a renovation to a POS building?
No wonder only seniors move here.....
The pool we have right now is extremely out of date and embarrassing. This renovation/expansion idea is very
welcoming.
Thanks for upgrading our aquatic centre. I grew up loving swimming and being in the water, and I wish the
same opportunities for everyone.
Kids play area and lazy man river would be most popular.
Needs to be more kid friendly so we don't have to go to Wetaskwin pool cause the water is warm and more
things to do for the kids as well as water slide
Great survey. thank you.
It is positive to hear of the City's plans to create an 8-lane competition pool. But further to that, a large deck
area will be needed to accommodate events (swim meets, junior lifeguard competitions, synchronized
swimming events, etc.).
Looking forward to the new pool!
The mist important thing to me is this pool is adequate to hold any competition that the Camrose Swim Club
might have an opportunity to host. Including Regional meets & We need to be able to dive in from both ends.
I agree, Camrose has out grown the existing pool. people with small children complain that the water is to cold
for them.I use the pool 5-7 days a wk to exercise.We indeed need some pool attentiom
Seniors discounted rate?
I would like the lane swim hours and senior exercise hours remain as they are offered now, especially the early
morning lane swim time. Probably another enclosed shower could be build in the change room for women.
Go check out the pools in Wetaskewin, Red Deer, and Millenium in Sherwood park. Our pool should be the
same ! Camrose shouldn't cheap out as usual. These pools get used by all ages and will draw people in from
the surrounding smaller communities. If you cheap out our community will continue to leave to go better pools
in the surrounding communities.
An updated and expanded pool is greatly needed in camrose. I am very excited this is going forward.
Camrose Swim Club has survived long enough without a proper size competitive lane pool. It's now time to
offer a proper pool now that the hockey is looked after. A new/ renovated pool is WAY overdue. Proper
temperature control would be nice for the swimmers as well as the young toddlers or seniors. Come on
Camrose ,let's do it right!!
Would love it more if it didn't interfere with current and on going competition seasons.
I would also like a body speed slide
Before things are finalized have some scattered times where we can get together to hear about the survey
results and discuss issues.
Solar energy for sure.
warmer water, and bright and cheerful
Please put in a new water filtration system. The level of cholrine is extremely high compared to other pools
It's about time. I have never been to camrose as it sucks. Can't wait for a new pool!
The change rooms especially the family change room is in dire need of a Reno. The family change room
notoriously smells like urine!
Hot tub
Enlarge the female change room.
a first class facility is needed in camrose, if this is done properly and the money is spent now more people
would use it, not just a few, it should be for all not just kids and lane swimmers.

Thanks
Pool should be open 7 evenings a week. (After 6)
take a look at the facilities attracting the current users you want to attract back. Sherwood Park, Wetaskiwin,
Terwilliger. Beside leisure centers these are some we use.
About time.
Thank you for doing this!
A lazy river would be good for everyone of all ages.
I use the facility regularly and appreciate it is available. I am looking forward to the renovations and that it will
add to the health and welfare of those who continue to use it.
We do need a water slide same size as old one.
Please ensure this renovation will be sufficient to last the city 40-50 years. We do not want to underbuild this
project. Please spend the necessary money to make this a great facility for our city, or wait until we can afford
it.
Using the present pool is not a good idea. Something is always breaking down.
Would be nice to have everything new!
I would even choose activities for the youth over a sauna as I haven't seen many people use the present one.
People can just use the hot tub and make it larger.
Separate pool for small children. Too often people are asked to get out because "floaters" have to be removed
from the water.
I think speaking with regular users of the pool would be a good idea.
Many people are allergic to chlorine...salt water pool with reduced chlorine would be beneficial to many.
This pool has been ignored by the city for far too long, I am glad that it finally being addressed. Camrose has
grown alot since we moved here in 2003 and the city needs this.
We need amenities for all ages including seniors & those with disabilities. Also need a diving pool for kids to
learn etc.
Get rid of the chlorine system and use salt water. The pool should be a place that the community is proud of
not embarrassed to use. We do not use the pool as it's terrible and we travel to Leduc or wetaskawin.
Revenue lost for the city.
All these renos are a waste of tax money and a slap in the face to the community that you represent
Please please we want a new pool!!
Thank you for providing a survey to gather Canrose opinion.
It is nice that you are asking for our input. It would be nice to have a lane pool that you can stand up in it. My
father almost drowned in a lane pool in Edmonton that had a deep end in the lane. It is the one thing I love
about our current pool.
The pool has often been such that you could not swim without getting in way of slide especially wanting the
deep end.
Needs more than a "minor" renovation.
A very important project for both the adult and youth of our community
And natural lighting! Camrose pool is dreay and not just because of the dank surroundings...
This is long over due. Don't crowd the pool make it big enough so it's not out of date in -0 years
More public swim times to help accommodate people's schedules. Not everyone works 9-5. Some late evening
public swim times and earlier public swim times would be fantastic
Keep the drop off slide
Wait til you have enough money then do it right! Check out the Grand Prairie Aquatics Centre.
An update to the existing pool is definitely needed, and while the city is at it, could we get some outdoor pickle
ball courts as well
I understand that different things cost more than others. However it would be nice if you could make this as
family friendly and with the most variety as possible. I don't actually know anyone that uses this pool anymore
and will take their families to other pools, even for swimming lessons. I personally don't come to this pool
anymore because of the lack of space and variety. I am looking forward to the changes and will be excited to
use this pool in the future. Thank you.
New pool is need, renovations are an waster investment.
No

Hope it's gonna be a lot bigger
I think Camrose is not much smaller than Wetaskewin so some thing like the Manluk Centre pool would be
perfect since your spending the money anyway do it now instead of doing another Reno in ten years.
I farted
Allow more time for family use. The hours are limited for a working family, and expensive. Other cities have a
full day rate for usage and Camrose offers an hourly rate for the same cost per hour as others do for a day.
The points option is silly. Each 'item' should be rated from 1-10 or however many there are. Seems to me that
we're going to have to lose things in order to gain in other areas and that seems unfair. If we're not moving
ahead we're staying the same and we need something the city will grow into. I'll be very disappointed if we lose
the deep and waterslides; at the same time we desperately need a warm pool for babies and toddlers.
Our family has been quite happy with the current pool and slides and attend family swim on Sundays
occasionally. (Kids ages 7, 6 and 2) I understand and support the need for the proposed lanes. Our kids love
the slides and like swimming in the current lane area. We hope to see slides included in future plans.
This should have been done long ago! About time
Water needs to be warmer!! Too cold!!
Looking forward to Camrose's New Pool
Can't wait for the new pool sure hope it accommodates as ,any as possible
Warmer water would be nice
It would be nice to also have a gymnastics area here or somewhere in Camrose that is always set up instead of
the one at Augustana that has to get set up and taken down every time
I'm glad this is finally happening. Wishing you the best with plans and fulfillment.
please keep the soap dispensers in the women's shower full
I really do believe that this needs to happen and it will bring many more people to the pool and groups to
Camrose. Our family doesn't go to the pool because of the condition of the present pool but we love swimming
and I would love to be able to put my children in lessons and also just go and swim for myself...
About time. The pool is over due for an update. We pay taxes so they should at least turn up the heat.
Please keep the spray park outside. It is used all summer by the children of ball teams, day homes and
summer camps.
I worry that the lanes will be too cool ...only appropriate for those that swim competitively or regularly ....walkers
may struggle with the reduction in temperature
More private change rooms for men. 70s are over.
Finally because this pool was a joke compared to other communities I have seen.
Thank you for opportunity to voice
To compete with surrounding aquatic centres and to stay current, the pool should at least have a kids play area
AND a water slide, not OR.
It's TIME for a NEW FACILITY
Spend the money and tailor the renovation to all ages and not to one specific age group.
Renovation/expansion is so overdue! I know many Camrosians who are travelling to other cities to swim
because they have much more modern facilities. Can't happen soon enough!
I am very happy with the overall plans to expand. My daughter and son both take part in swimming programs
and enjoy taking them as a family. It would be nice to not drive to wetaskiwin to enjoy as a family. Look forward
to the changes.
we have a very successful swim club, this should be recognized by the pool we have for them to practice and
host meets
way to go camrose.
What a joke . That point system is bogus . Wetaskwin got all of these but the climbing wall but they got the flow
rider . And why the hell would they fill in the deep end heat more water !!! I can tell this is goin to be a joke
already . So your telling me a rope is 1/8 the cost of a water slide and a diving board 1/4 the cost . I get it
space must be allotted for these activitys but hell your making it impossible to make it fun for all ages .

I have not used the camrose pool in years. I find way to cold and to expensive as a daily form of exercise.
Please try to incorporate a lazy river/current pool
More room for lane swim and aqua aerobics as these are popular. Better quality showers and nicer dressing
rooms that feel cleaner.
Need to ensure that there is little to no interruptions of current programs during construction. (i.e. less than 2
weeks closure)
Keep stall in shower avail for handicapped. Shower chair is required.
So excited for this expansion!
About time! :)
Older teens need a place to enjoy as well as families. Slides, deeper pools will help that.
Change rooms need a huge Reno too. They are small and old/dirty looking.
Make our pool the place where people want to visit. We are a family of 6 we go to Any pool but Camrose and
because we are traveling out of town we get lunch do some shopping. Bring that fiscal activity to Camrose
make people want our services and spend money in our town I would like to support our services however they
are poor. My spouse and I have been talking about moving somewhere with better services. We both have
spent our whole lives here. Camrose caters too much to its older populations a does not seem to have their
young families on their priority list.
I would like to know exactly how much the "extra" things such as slides, zip line etc cost. I feel that a waterside
would be the most popular feature but the other features are also important. Could there be an option of having
community members and businesses contribute money to cover these expenses? If we only havever one or
two features this pool will not appeal to everyone and people from Camrose will continuemail to go elsewhere
ALSO better cleaner change rooms.
It will be great to have a more modern building and warmer water!
Looking forward to it. It's amazing how well the pool has served patrons for so long!
I was involved in competitive diving as a youth and now that I have kids I'd like for them to have that opportunity
without having to drive into Edmonton multiple times a week to make that possible.
Yay!
Upgraded washrooms that are cleaned more frequently
More than 4 showers that stay on for more than 5 seconds
Wider lockers to fit school bags and swim bags easier
A swimming pool is a community hub. Spend the $ needed to make it a place people go. In the past 5 years we
have attended more birthday parties & play dates in Sherwood park, leduc or wetaskiwin pools because they
are so much better. So many people will drive to access a decent pool, let's make ours worth staying for.
glad to see the pool renovation is getting serious now. Will not have to drive to other cities to use theirs if the
reno's take place here.
please lets get started, its a very busy place, so improvments VERY SOON I hope, ty
z
I'm glad to see this survey. The questions should provide quality answers! Good luck on your renovation. I
hope the Camrose region will support this.
We love your centre!!
This pool has needed upgrades for quite sometime and I am very excited that it is finally happening. My only
hope is that you don't fall short due to limited funding. This project is so much beyond worth doing that I hope it
is done right. If we need more money and a bigger budget to get what the community needs and not just
something we all have to settle for and something that will fall short of people's expectations then I urge you to
wait. Let's do it right the first time and build something that will last. Not something that will Need more
upgrades in 5 or so years. I can't wait to use the new facilities and I am very pleased there will be section for
swim meets to be held that was much needed.
Glad to hear of the renovations and expansion. It is much needed.
Very necessary changes needed
The pool changerooms do not even compare to other facilities. They smell and are not family friendly. The
water is too cold for my children and they get so bored at the camrose pool. This survey is a great idea to get
people thinking of what they'd like.

Very excited for this!
A lazy river like they have in Wetaskiwin would be great!
The staff is wonderful!
And also very excited to see all these new renovations because Camrose has been due for an update for
awhile!!! =)
For the size of Camrose the pool is very small. We need one like Wetaskiwin
Amazing idea
The Camrose pool is very very very old, it needs a major upgrade. One should visit the Wetaskiwin Aquatic
Centre, to get ideas, our family will go to the Wetaskiwin pool faster then attending the Camrose one! This is
what the pool in Wetaskiwin has and it would be great if Camrose, was able to do something similar. They
have a complete separate deep pool, with 1 diving board, large hot tub, a lazy river that provides fun for the
entire family or one can use it to excercise before lane swim, by pushing against the current. There is a couple
water features in the smaller pool area (catered towards toddlers and babies who are with they parents.) The
entire pool area is open and bright! There is no sauna or steam room. Two large slides that are separate from
the swimming area! I really recommend you visit the Wetaskiwin pool and see what they have!
Thanks for improving swimming in Camrose
This is long overdue but I'm thrilled to hear it is happening!! Too many people access Sherwood Park and
Wetaskiwin because our pool is sooo bad!
me and my mom are very lucky to be here in camrose and to have a previlage to used the facilities provided by
the govenment, me /mom wants to enjoy everyday but we cannot affort to do it evenrhough we have time but i
find it expensive if we do it everyday. so she just end up doing walking at home.
So excited
Don't forget about us seniors.
I am so excited this is finally happening can't wait to see the improvements
It's about time for sure
MAKE HER BIG WITH SWIMMING LANES
So glad to see that reno's & an expansion is actually going to happen. Camrose needed this a long time ago.
Looking forward to renovations being done
Would like to pick more than 10 points as our current pool is a disgrace and I would like to swim in camrose vs
going to other pools that have more options
How wonderful it is that you're opening this up to a public opinion!
We appreciate the staff but we honestly go elsewhere due the current facility. It's dark, brown drips from ceiling
in change rooms, cold, water slide into deep end limits the preschoolers from going down the slide. No play
structure for toddlers is disappointing.
Lazy river
It would be nice to use some of the stuff in the equipment room during public and family swim
Better do a fantastic job or Wetaskiwin will still make this look like a stupid idea
Surfing plz
do this right. we have to live with this decision for the next 30 years.
Make the pool warmer
Offer training for first responders for water training inside of Camrose instead of traveling into Edmonton or
elsewhere for training. Keep it LOCAL!
Definitely need a better little kids area. Toys!
Good luck making the choices
Change rooms need to be cleaned up!!
Happy that the pool is finally being upgraded. An entirely new pool would have been the preference though.
Steam room would be nice
And a lazy river.
As a tax payer, I would find it beneficial to ensure we do this project properly and ensuring the plans and renos
are such that they are forward thinking, not just for the present moment's needs. I am very happy to have to
pay more by way of city taxes so long as we have an amazing facility that will serve our community well and
one that we can be proud of.

I currently drive myself and my little one to Wetaskiwin to use their facility and so do many people I know. We
drive there because the water is warm and they have many options in terms of the water slide, lane swim,
wading area, and the whirlpool area so you can switch it up. And their facility is much more visually appealing
and bright. It would be great to mimic a similar concept in Camrose, I would love to support our local aquatic
center!
Definitely need a toddler friendly area, warmer water, as well as areas to accommodate an older-teen crowd.
The crime rates of teenagers are rising, maybe if we had something in town to keep them occupied, it could be
curbed.
We love Camrose and never really felt anything was wrong with our current pool but I think it's super awesome
that you guys listen to the community :)
I am on board with this renovation! great idea. will be good for community. might be helpful to get the pool
more "plugged in" to the community with events and things, as you go forward. excited for this
have a beer
This is long overdue and should be done immediately
Renos better fix the hygiene issues and mold. the change rooms are disgusting. heat the pool. needs to be
demolished and rebuilt from scratch
I have lived here my whole life and grew up in this pool! My kids are now 14 and 11 and love swimming. I'm
excited to see a new pool. Cutting corners should not be a option. For a city this size, we should have a pool
equal or more to the wetaskiwin pool! The surrounding rural communities also count in the numbers using this
pool. Looking at increasing their taxes should be a consideration to help with funding as well.
Larger and easier to access hot tub
Warmer pool
More things for younger children to play with
Very excited for this!
We love the pool as is but renovations will make it better.
I like the large slide I would like to see that either stay or have another large one. I know it's expensive but a
mini wave pool would be cool. I hope there will still be a deep end to continue diving in. Thank you for listening
to our opinions.
I hope that this goes through, do I don't have to go to other facilities with my family. Would love to see our pool
be as nice as the ones in other cities
Please ensure there is a lane pool that offers swimming all day long. Peoples schedules vary so much and it
sucks to have to work out a lane swim around all the other activities that go on in the pool. A lane pool is crucial
to the renovations. A better kids play area that offers more than a dinky slide is crucial for the children. It would
be nice to be able to take the kids to the pool and know they're having fun in the pool.
Whoo new pool
I would like to see less wasted space in the foyer . We need more dressing rooms with doors.
Excited for the pool to get a face lift
Very excited to see this moving forward. I'd much rather swim here in Camrose than travel to Wetaskiwin
Good luck with the expansion!
This has been a long time coming and needed to support our community
The pool needed to be renovated for a while now I think it's going to be great especially for families with little
kids having more area for them to play and just have it more kid friendly
I would like to see designated Pickleball Courts in Camrose. I do not use the pool.
Main focus to have a warmer area for little kids and more for them to play 0-8 years. As well a better and
bigger hot tub
I really hope this renovation happens so that I dont have to keep going to wetaskiwin with my kids to have a
warmer and funner swim
Look at Wetaskiwin pool for suggestions as it's well planned out. Camrose needs a kid friendly play area with
warm water. Also a family area for kids separate from older kids. A steam room would be awesome.
We need a new pool, that would. Be great for the community

Don't waste money on renovating this pool. If it takes a few more years to build a decent pool I am sure most
would prefer that option. If you build a great pool more people would use this faculty. We drive to wetaskiwin
to go swimming as it is a waste of money to go local.
:)
We love the leduc pool: it has one waterslide with a trough. A warm shallow area for toddlers with a slide/spray
feature. Also has 2 hot tubs. the family change room has lots of change stalls and has a nice shower area with
lower shower heads for kids
make sure their is a change room for disabled people who need assistance with changing - 2 people in a
change room with a bed / table that is adjustable in height. Oh - we don't need the sauna and steam room.
Good to know they are finally thinking of a new one! We always have to go elsewhere!
I hope that renovating the change rooms is included in the plan.
So glad the improvements are coming - hoping this will keep more of camrose in our community and not
having to drive elsewhere.
Excited !
User pay
WARMER SWIMMING
Exciting news I moved here 2 yrs ago from Vancouver island and we had a awesome aquatic Center when I
can to this one I was disgusted with the conditions... cold gloomy... hate the hot tub ... the change rooms are
cold and no privacy... the music they play for aquasize sucks ... not very enjoyable... but I still go since I find it
very important for my mobility I'm 62 and this form of water exercise is the best for me ... I also take my
granddaughters swimming a lot we sure love going to the manluck aquatic pool how refreshing and clean and
fun it is... they should have public swimming on Friday evenings ... and the 3-4 public swim during the wk is
useless the kids don't get out of school till 305 anyways Happy to hear about the renovations
I am extremely pleased with Mr preschool lessons. The instructor AJ is amazing and my boy has never
complained about any issues.
Just warmer, and kid friendly.
Well maybe instead of investing into the pool maybe start a new location or facility. I really like the layout of the
wetaskiwin pool. And that it's a lot warmer for the kids.
As a young adult with no kids, I would love to see a Tarzan rope, a diving board and a climbing wall. They offer
more variety for tricks and different jumps then a waterslide. I would also love a big deep end; it could hold the
area for the Tarzan rope, diving board and climbing wall but should also allow a fair amount of area for worry
free water treading and swimming. I would go to the pool frequently if it held all or some of these aspects. With
the current pool I've gone about once a year, mainly for the hot tub and so my sister can use the waterslide.
I also think due to the amount of young families and small kids it's important to have an area where they can
learn to love swimming and being in the water.
I'd be so happy to see our camrose pool renovated
Its about time!
I'm sure I'm not the only one thinking....
It's about time! ... Why was this not done with Encana? .... How much is this going to cost me- taxes & per
use?
The Camrose pool is very cold and I know families that drive to Leduc and Wetaskiwin to use their pools it
would good to keep these families local.
Aquatics class is a hit!
Can't wait for the update!
Thank you for taking everyone's opinions! It's nice to share our wants :) Good luck with choosing the best new
stuff. We're really excited for the new pool :)
Don't skimp out and regret it later. We won't get a second chance. If we can't afford to do it right don't do it.
Bulldoze and build new, integrate with arenas to capitalize on concession and common areas, ensure spray
park outside is expanded for families in summer. Build a compliment to the community space with parks, fields
and arenas

Wave pool
Needs warmer temperatures for families and small children. Wetaskwin facilities are amazing! Needs family
change rooms, small water play for preschool children
im going to miss the old layout
Camrose is long overdue for a new facility and this is a welcome survey
Keep the deep end !
Glad this is being brought up to the community for discussion. Thanks for asking for our input.
Excited for changes. I recently went and find it pointless to go would rather drive to Wetaskiwin or even
Sherwood park.
We like the existing programs but want to see the facility upgraded
I think any upgrade would be great.
I would love to see kids area and water slide but realize that's cost prohibitive. Is there any way to continue with
the old slides refurbished ?
Think of teens as well not just a place for young...a place for older children to hang out to enjoy themselves
without the need of getting into trouble!!
I found the point system idea on this survey to not be totally fair. Families are unable to choose the 2 main
items that could appeal to their entire families. I personally feel having a waterslide and a kids play area are
definitely minimum by today's rec centre standards. They don't need to be huge and fancy on both accounts
but I do feel both are necessary.
I would like to see the pool friendly for all ages. I like the idea of deck level hot tub especially for seniors, I like
the play area, I would love to see a toddler/baby area for the little ones, bigger change areas with doors for
privacy and for moms/dads with little kids. I'm glad that it's going to be updated.
Love the idea of having the publics opinion on the renovation I hope it goes to great use
This is so long overdue that many will consider it too little too late. So many children in this community could
have had this but council had their priorities messed up.
WARM POOL
Looking forward to a more modernized facility.
Should have background music
My family travel all over to various pools because ours is useless. We spend money to travel eat and shop in
other communities which I find could be put back into to our community once the new pool is developed.
At each aquatic centre the lazy river (which has multiple uses) and shallow area with some interactive things
for kids has been a huge highlight for our family and many we know. I hope we look at places like Terwilliger,
Servus Centre, Wetaskiwin, Millenium Place...these are all good examples of what serves a community of
many ages and brings in profit.
I hope this upgrade will happen soon! We honestly rather making the drive to wetaskiwin or leduc for swimming
but I'd much rather support our own growing community
It's impossible to create something everyone wants, so I really appreciate the desire for community input.
Thanks.
The Family change room I usually cold, the showers are cold and quite often stink.
Please take the time to plan this right so in another 30 years we don't end up in the same situation. Planning for
the future now keeps future costs down. As the city works to attract younger families to the area we need
recreation facilities to keep up with demand.
Are we getting rid of the current water slides? If so why? And if not then it changes my answers entirely.
The pool right now is always freezing . We always take the drive to wetaskwin to swim because of it. I would
love to see the pool more family friendly with a warmer pool and some fun things for the kids. I would love to
take our business to the town pool but it's not a fun time when you have to leave after 10 mins because your
freezing.
The new pool should have a rope or diving board for older kids and a medium slide for younger kids and a lazy
river for everyone!
So excited
Pool is too small for our ever growing community
I understand that renos are costly so with that in mind I hope our city makes it count. Make an amazing facility
now to avoid another one in the near future.

I hope that there are calls for fundraising to really get the expansion Camrose needs. There are many more
families who would stay local instead of traveling weekly to Wetaskiwin, Leduc, and Sherwood Park.
I wish we could have a kids spray area and a waterside but 10 points isn't enough. To bad. If we as a city are
going to do this, we should do it right.
Looking forward to being able to doing more classes! Thank you.
Better change rooms and the inclusion of bigger unisex and family change rooms are the most important along
with a competitive sized lane pool for those who want the option to do lane swims all day.
Looking forward to seeing an updated pool and facility. We really need it done
I love this idea and fully support an extensive Reno, long over due. Pool is used by so many in the community.
The climbing wall areas in pools I have seen are really best but often so difficult they seem to never be used,
climbing wall area would be neat if designed for kids
I worked at the pool for 15 years of my life. It's about time for some great updates! So excited to see how
everything turns out!!
Please up date the hot tub. An outside pool as well would be an amazin thing so on hot summer days we dont
have to take business else where
Thank Goodness the pool is finally being looked at. We hate leaving our community to go swimming and it
would really increase community money to stay in the community.
I hope this is gonna be a big improvement, not only for the community but also to attract our neighboring city
and town to visit Camrose because of our aquatic facilities
Bigger all over!!
Anything that make the pool more enjoyable is great. Warmer water, slides that aren't rusting and you can
actually get down without having to drag yourself to keep moving.
Thanks so much for asking the community for input!
A new pool would make more sense than renovating the current facilities. We can't keep putting a bandaid on
our pool. Camrose would benefit from a. Facility like the one in wetaskiwin.
A children's area is important and if more money is needed for certain components perhaps businesses should
be approached like they were in Wetaskiwin to "sponsor" certain areas like the spa, waterslide, lazy river, etc
Thanks for opening up the process for feedback
Need a new building, not a revamped one. You can spend millions on a useless City Hall, why don't you put the
money into something that the people will actually use.
I am really looking forward to having a place for my small children to play without having to go to wetaskiwin
It would be nice to have the water warmer for small children.
Looking forward to seeing the end result. It's about time!
There is plenty of rust around the old slide. Hopefully all of the rust will be gone and there will be way more
natural light - it is rather dark in there right now.
Camrose has needed this for a very long time! It's exciting
Warm water is my big one we don't go to camrose at all because of that nothing else
I find the CAC to be dark. It feels dingy. I would hope for the ability to add or decrease natural light as seen fit
this is way overdue!!!
This expansion and upgrades need to be done as many people prefer to go somewhere else out of town to go
swimming
Pool cleanliness and temperature are the number one. The smaller area for littles should be significantly
warmer
Fix it
So excited this is happening! Glad to use our pool more and. It go to Wetaskiwan for family swims.
I think it's important to add a decent (large)water slide AND a children's play/ spray area. These are both
essential to bringing in people. Especially when so many people already go to Leduc or Wetaskwin for leisure
or lessons as the facilities are better. If Camrose is going to do this, do it right! Do it right so the local people
use local facilities instead of traveling to other communities. I think Camrose's new centre should be similar
and comparable to Leduc and Wetaskwin.

I don't think the outside of the pool needs to be touched, I'd rather it go to improving the pool more or change
rooms
Better change rooms please and lots of natural light and bright and light colors

